
THE GENESIS OF AN

ENCOUNTER

I merely take Nietzsche where I would, I hope, find words for many things that
remain mute inside me Freud.

F R O M O N E T R A N S V A L U A T I O N T O A N O T H E R

Near the end of his productive life, Nietzsche writes, as if to express both a
meaning and a term: 'Turin, 30 September, 1888, the day when the first book
of The Transvaluation of All Values was completed'.1

Reaching a critical point, where the discovery that fabrication in seduction
narratives reveals an impasse in his theory of neurosis, Freud writes to Fliess (on
21 September 1897): 'I no longer believe in my neurotica In this general
collapse of all values only psychology remains intact. Dreams certainly preserve
their value and I attach increasing value to my efforts in meta-psychology'.

Thus, less than a decade later, expressing a decisive crisis rising from
psychoanalysis, with his 'ideal child/problem child' called meta-psychology, and
at the moment when he finds himself on the track of the foundational theory of
desire, Freud spontaneously resorts to the expression with which Nietzsche had
named his own project. That Nietzsche's mode of expression, though by virtue
of a metaphor, would be imposed to name this theoretical cataclysm out of
which would emerge a new discourse, symbolizes an affinity of approaches. It
indicates the interest in examining the convergences and divergences between
the transmutation of values in the psychology to which Sigmund Freud attached
his name, with what Friedrich Nietzsche had undertaken through his critique
of morality.

But that implies that we go back, beyond the objective rapprochement of
psychoanalysis with Nietzschean psychology (evoked in the Introduction), to
the origins of the personal relationship between Freud the man and Nietzsche,
that materializes where these two modes of expression cross.

Freud approves of Nietzsche's axiological metaphor, and uses it in the
framework of his theory of dreams. By examining the 'work of dreams' as
'procedures of figuration', he comes to consider the relationship between the
thought of the dream and its content. Having done that, Freud notes a
remarkable contrast between the 'sensible intensity' or 'vividness' of dream-
images and the 'psychic intensity of the corresponding elements in the thought
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FREUD AND NIETZSCHE

of the dream' or their 'psychic value' (psychische Wertigkeit).4 He thus affirms
that 'the intensity of the elements of the one has nothing to do with the
intensity of the elements of the other; between the oneiric materials
(Traummaterial] and the dream, there is a complete "transvaluation of (all)
psychic values" ' (Umwertung derpsychischen Wertigkeiten).

In other words, 'while the work of the dream is being accomplished, the
psychic intensity of ideas and representations which make up the object is
transported to other ideas and representations which, in my view, have no claim
(Anspruch) to such an emphasis' (Betonung}. In that, there is a question of a
displacement (Traumverschiehung) that Freud alternatively calls a 'reversal of
psychic values'. The same characterization is made of the whole work of
deformation and occlusion that defines the dream's mode of expression. Thus
Freud can find no better expression than Nietzsche's to characterize the major
process of the work of the oneiric Unconscious.

But this is only a metaphor; what Freud calls 'psychic value' (Wertigkeit and
not Wert) is the intensity linked to the 'interest' that a representation creates.
It is thus the accentuation of an affect which displacement produces via trans-
ference, overthrowing the intensities that would determine the overall change of
the physiognomy of dreams, and which Freud had marked as 'arbitrary' in the
preceding formula.

At any rate, we should take notice that the master expression of Nietzsche's
axiology serves spontaneously to express for Freud his own essential mutations,
those of'theoretical values' and of'psychic values'. So how does this borrowing
of modes of expression come about?

A B O R R O W E D E X P R E S S I O N

By the end of the nineteenth century, Nietzschean study circles had formed in
Germany, such as the one in Berlin (where Fliess taught) centred around
Koegel, who was director of the Nietzsche Archives from 1894—7. We know,
from a letter to Fliess at the beginning of the century, that Freud was one of
those interested in Nietzsche. On the first of February, 1900, Freud in a long
letter to Fliess, confided that

I have merely come to take Nietzsche where I might find, I hope, the words
for many things which remain mute within me (die Wortefiir vieles, was in
mir stumm bleibt), but I have not yet opened his books. Too lazy for the
moment'.

This letter is an important document, understood as a spontaneous
testimony, in the stream of a familiar correspondence. There we find this
remarkable formula whereby Freud turns to Nietzsche in the hope of finding the
words for the many things that remain mute within him. It expresses, more
suggestively than any of the later official declarations, the sense of Freud's
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THE GENESIS OF AN ENCOUNTER 21

initial personal investment in Nietzsche. Freud seeks a mode of expression
(langage) that profoundly concerns him, but paradoxically Nietzsche is reputed
to be able to express what remains obstinately mute within Freud. Here is
summarized all the strangeness of the relation between Freud and Nietzsche.

Freud is drawn to Nietzsche in search of a mode of expression (langage) for
his own inexpressible thoughts, which explains why he will always remain at the
threshold (of Nietzsche's work). We understand this better when Freud declares
a little later that he has not been able to read Nietzsche, more than a half-page.
Undoubtedly, Freud is thinking about the episode evoked in his letter to Fliess,
but the 'laziness', invoked here to defer the approach, dissimulates the complex-
ity of his inhibition. It expresses a recoiling before an approach as contradictory
as that of the mute who seeks to read in order to learn how to speak! Surely,
Nietzsche could not have filled the role of a monitor for Freud.

We have a better understanding, from this perspective, of the mixture of
admiration, attraction, and anxiety Freud felt toward Nietzsche, and his
determination not to read him 'out of an excess of interest'. The reading is
forever deferred, for the day when those numerous important things that remain
mute will find a voice. But therein lies a vicious circle, given that in order to
read Nietzsche, Freud must change his mode of expression!

T H E F I R S T I N T E R M E D I A R Y : J O S E F P A N E T H

In a letter to Arnold Zweig11 dated 11 May, 1934, we find some crucial
information on Freud's youthful attraction to Nietzsche. 'During my youth,'
said Freud of Nietzsche, 'he represented for me a nobility that was out of my
reach. One of my friends, Dr. Paneth, had come to make his acquaintance in
the Engadine (in the Italian Alps) and wrote me many things about Nietzsche.
Even later, my attitude towards him remains fairly much the same.'1 Thus is
revealed the outline of an indirect, yet strong link between Freud, who was just
beginning his career - Jones puts it at around 1885 3 - and Nietzsche, the
itinerant philosopher who was ending his own in the Engadine, surrounded by
nature. It is a living link, personalized in a way, emanating from a man who had
experienced Nietzsche in flesh and bone.

Josef Paneth, one of Freud's closest friends, died prematurely in 1890,1 at
the very moment when Nietzsche foundered. Paneth thus recalled the echoes of
Nietzsche's final period, that of the transvaluation of values. It is likely that
through this channel Freud came to be invested in a Nietzsche-inspired vocabu-
lary, transmitted through his correspondence with Fliess. From this point, what
seems like a simple borrowing expresses, if we believe the resonance of Freud's
belated admission to Zweig, a veritable idealization which paradoxically
compromises identification. 'He represents for me a nobility, which' adds Freud
in 1934, 'was out of my reach.' The temptation is overcome from this moment
on, as with philosophy in general; but the admission nonetheless expresses a
precocious, personalized interest in Friedrich Nietzsche. Still, it is remarkable;
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FREUD AND NIETZSCHE

the evoked image of Nietzsche captures in this period the image of an Italy
which attracted Freud as well, who invested it with the same ambivalent pres-
tige, that of a 'nobility out of reach'.15

The expression seems like a response, via a denial, to Zarathustra's gospel.
'That is why, my brothers, we need a new nobility, because for many noble
things there needs to be a nobility^ Freud does not deem himself a good
recruit for such an enterprise, and gives his reasons.

We must now clarify Freud's indications, whose memory is useful here only
for an approximation. In Nice, at the end of December 1883, Paneth first
makes Nietzsche's acquaintance. We can establish this from Paneth's corres-
pondence. On 15 December 1883, Paneth writes his wife that Nietzsche had
requested him to send his card, after having learned that Paneth had sought a
meeting, and Paneth wrote that we was 'impatient to make his acquaintance',
adding that 'he is not as unapproachable as they say'. On 17 December, he tried
in vain to present himself to Nietzsche. Finally, on 26 December, 'I returned to
Nice and was finally able to see Nietzsche'. It seems that a real friendship was
formed between Nietzsche and Paneth, for Paneth immediately confided that

he was extremely amiable; he bore no trace of pomposity or prophetic
bearing, such as I had feared after his last letter. On the contrary, he is very
simple and natural. . . yet he recounted to me, without the least affectation
and without any vanity, that he had always felt himself invested in a
mission and that he always wanted . . . to explain the work that he carried
inside him . . . He told me his life.

On 3 January, 1884, after another walk with Nietzsche, Paneth writes of having
'had six hours of very animated conversation', adding that 'everything that he
said was expressed with the utmost simplicity'. There follows a phrase that
introduces the word 'nobility'. 'His bearing is simple and unpretentious, full of
nobility and dignity'.17 We can judge from these excerpts the tone of Paneth's
letters, which must have at the same time made the person of Nietzsche known
to Paneth's friend Freud. This is the Nietzsche who had written the first two
parts of Zarathustra and had begun to start on the third (see the letter from
3 January 1884, cited above).

A R N O L D Z W E I G A N D T H E I M P O S S I B L E D I S C O U R S E

Towards the end of his life, Freud again had occasion to take a position on
Nietzsche. Arnold Zweig18 furnished the occasion. 'In April, 1934' recounts
Jones, 'Arnold Zweig made known to Freud that he intended to write a book on
Nietzsche's mental collapse, and had completed a first draft. Freud had advised
him to renounce his project, although he admitted that he could not say
precisely for what reasons'.19 This episode is all the more interesting, given that,
in order to satisfy Zweig's request, Freud comes to explain the reasons why he,
himself, had never written a psychography of Nietzsche.
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THE G E N E S I S OF AN E N C O U N T E R 23

In a letter dated 11 May 1934, where Freud formulates the conditions to
which he must respond to such an enterprise, he is led to insist above all on the
requirement for veracity.

When it is a question of a person of our time whose influence is still as
vibrant as that of Friedrich Nietzsche, a portraitist of his person and his
fate must follow the same rules as for a portrait; that is to say that, however
elaborate the conceptual tableau, the resemblance cannot stray in the least

• 1 - 2 0essential point.

Thus, starting from 'historical reality', Freud seems to mistrust a 'historical
novel', asking 'what would we do with an imaginary Friedrich Nietzsche'? The
first requirement is thus of a positive order; it is necessary to record the facts.
'Since the subject cannot pose for the artist, it falls to the latter to amass such
givens that it will only be a matter of completing them to give proof of a
penetrating understanding.' In the case of insufficient information, circumspec-
tion is imposed. No one is more suspicious of an arbitrary reconstruction than
Freud, however brilliant and seductive it may be, and all the more so since
Nietzsche's illness remains such a complex matter. 'You must try to know' he
counsels Zweig, 'if there exist sufficient information for such a portrait. ... But
with Friedrich Nietzsche, there is something there that goes beyond the
ordinary. There is also the matter of an illness which is most difficult to explain
and to reconstruct; that is to say, there are doubtless psychic processes which
bind one in a given way, but they do not always have psychic motivations at
their base; and to attempt to unravel such would be to run the risk of falling into
serious error'. Thus Freud confirms here his distrust of any purely psycho-
genetic interpretation of Nietzsche's illness.

As Zweig persisted in his project and 'asked for suggestions pertaining to
Nietzsche's life', Freud responded on 15 July, 1934: 'You overestimate my
knowledge of Nietzsche, as I cannot teach you what would be useful for you'.23

Moreover, this time Freud formulates it as a veritable denial of a Nietzsche
psychography:

In my opinion, two facts block the approach to the problem of Nietzsche.
In the first place, one cannot see, whoever he is, whether one has in hand
some elements concerning his sexual constitution, and with Nietzsche this
domain is a complete enigma. In the second place, he suffered from a
serious illness, and after a long period of preliminary symptoms a general
paralysis set in.'

This traditional diagnosis is a second motif of hesitation. 'With a general
paralysis, conflicts vanish into the etiological background.' Thus the psycho-
organic illness itself literally bars access to Nietzsche's conflicts.25 Freud's last
position on Nietzsche's case is thus resolutely agnostic. Nietzsche the man
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FREUD AND NIETZSCHE

remains irreducibly dissimulated to analysis by me double rampart of his hidden
secrets and his psycho-organic illness.

Those are the avowed reasons why we cannot have a complete monograph by
Freud on the case of Nietzsche, of which we might have dreamed. But there is
another, affective reason, that Freud declared in a preceding letter to Zweig.
After having enumerated the etiological obstacles, Freud adds with an honesty
that for him accommodates a lucid misrecognition. 'I would not know how to
say if those are the true reasons for my opposition to your project. Perhaps
the way you compare me to him is another.' Freud refuses to be identified
with Nietzsche, whom Freud associated once more with his youth. 'During my
youth, he represented for me a nobility that was out of my reach'. Freud
suggests that, at the threshold of a psychography of Nietzsche the philosopher,
something other than the technical difficulties stop him, something which
enters into play from the side of the ideal of the Ego and of knowledge.27

We should add that Freud postulates a continuity of his attitude toward
Nietzsche. 'Later as well,' he affirms, 'my attitude toward him remained fairly
much the same'. We can nevertheless infer that this attitude, systematized
afterwards, has followed the vicissitudes of Freud's position on philosophy28

(in general), and has been influenced as well by the stakes involved in the use of
Nietzsche at the core of the analytic movement.

It is thus that Freud would see Nietzsche launched in an assault against his
grand theory of sexual etiology, in Adler's hands.

N I E T Z S C H E A N D T H E A T T A C K O N T H E L I B I D O

In its own way, Adler's defection affected Freud's relation to Nietzsche; in fact,
Adler's 'individual and comparative psychology' makes privileged references to
Nietzschean terminology. The theory of the Unconscious as a Kunstgriff
(artifice) of organic inferiority lent a sort of credibility to Nietzschean analysis.
During the great debate of February, 1911 which resulted in the rupture,
Nietzsche's 'will to power' was opposed to Freud's libido as a polemic alterna-
tive, at the very moment when the analytic movement was in its most intensive
confrontation with Nietzsche.

It is only too clear that a profound divergence separates Adler's universe from
Nietzsche's, and that what Adler borrows from Nietzsche does not mortgage
Nietzsche's own theories, as far as a theory of overcompensation is made to
extend from the nature of Nietzsche's Will to Power. It is a long way from the
anodyne astuteness of Adler's neurosis to an expression of Nietzschean willing.
At most, the convergence is made possible by a common thematic, that of the
psychology of unmasking (Entlarvungspsycbologie). It is no less than the paradox-
ical strategy whereby Adler resorts to categories of obedience (or of Nietzschean
tonality) in order to break with the drive-based foundation of Freudian
psychoanalysis. Nietzsche serves objectively, in the decisive conflict of the early
1910s where disagreements with Freud emerged, to dismiss the claims of

24
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THE GENESIS OF AN E N C O U N T E R 25

Freud's Libido to the profit of another principle, by reactivating the axis of
aggressivity. In that respect, when Freud announces that he is prepared 'to
execute against him (Adler) the vengeance of the offended goddess Libido', he
can not fail to recognize that Nietzsche's mode of expression has been used in the
offense against him! l This circumstance could only confirm Freud's defiance in
the face of the reference (to Nietzsche), as plastic as any other philosophical
reference, which serves, like it or not, to allay the shock of the analytic message
and to pare down the etiology of sex.

Turning to the other great schismatic, C.-G. Jung, Freud again discovers
Nietzsche's name as the stake in the conflict. We can vividly gauge this by
following the manifestations of Nietzsche in the important correspondance
between these two men before their rupture.

Between 1907 and 1912, Jung evokes Nietzsche to mention the therapeutic
that associates Freudian theory with Nietzsche's philosophy, to associate
Dionysus with sexuality, and to recommend Lou Salome to Freud. Each
time, Freud lets the allusion pass without pursuing it. It is a symbolic act; at a
decisive moment in the crisis, in 1912, Jung cites Zarathustra in order to claim
the autonomy of the disciple by saying that 'one pays back poorly the debt to
one's master by always remaining a student'. Nietzsche will thus furnish the
dissident disciple the mode of expression for his emancipation! Indeed the
master interprets it as a mortal danger for ^a. It is also the only occasion where
Freud pronounces Nietzsche's name in this exchange of letters, in order to make
his 'approbation' to 'necessary intellectual independence' and to 'the citation of
Nietzsche' that supports him, but also to deny ever having made any 'attempts
at intellectual repression'. Thus Freud only accepts an identification with
Zarathustra in order to deny his function as a master.

We note here simply that Nietzsche intervenes between Freud and Jung to
mark the assertion of the disciple, which is met by the master's silence, as the
gospel of the revolt of the disciple against the master, and finally as a reference to
his own dissident work - as an indication of Nietzschean ideas in Jung's work.

L O U S A L O M E , A N A T U R A L L I N K

Our inquiry would not be complete if we did not take into consideration, in
order to account for Freud's relation to Nietzsche, the support of those who
were able to articulate in positive terms Freud's affinities with Nietzsche, and
who contributed to the creation of the image that is Nietzsche's destiny — those
who, during the time that Freud refused to read him, read Nietzsche for him
and kept alive his old flame for an inaccessible nobility.

We know the importance of intercessors in Freud's relation to other
philosophers, but without a doubt there have never been mediators as diligent as
those between Nietzsche and Freud. Freud is literally bombarded with
Nietzschean solicitations; everywhere around him, he discovers Nietzsche, and
he has constantly to reiterate his act of avoidance.Without counting those
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FREUD AND NIETZSCHE

analysts impressed by Nietzsche that we have seen to constitute nearly a
Nietzschean culture in the Wednesday seminars, there remain three types of
mediators who have played the most active roles in the work of treatment and
information:

• Those with a personal affiliation between Nietzsche the man and Freud the
man. That is the role played by Lou Salome.

• Those with a literary affiliation, artistically and subtly weaving an analogy
between the two ceuvres. This function fell to Thomas Mann.

• Those with a philosophical affiliation, those philosophers admitted to the
Freudian circle, among whom we can distinguish the philosophical analyst
who has achieved the most systematic rapprochement between the two
problematics, Otto Rank.

Thus it remains to evaluate, by following these three degrees of rapproche-
ment, the respective part that each of these great mediators played in the
rapprochement between Freud and Nietzsche, and to estimate their impact,
immediate or subtle, on Freud, and the usage that makes it possible to carry this
comparison, as outlined, to term.

In the eyes of observers, Lou-Andreas Salome was the natural link between
Freud and Nietzsche. Jones recites this opinion well. 'It is said of her that she
was linked to the great men of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, Nietzsche
and Freud'. Freud himself accredits this idea, since 'he spoke of her as the
single real link between Nietzsche and himself, as indicated by the homage
that he pays her at her death, in a letter dated 11 February 1937, to Arnold
Zweig, a connoisseur of things Nietzschean and a zealot of the rapprochement
between the two thinkers. As a living link, she knew the two men, (though) 30

39years apart.
But, in contrast to this version, everything proceeds as if Nietzsche did not

intervene actively in the relation between Lou and Freud, such that Freud seems
hardly to have gained any knowledge of Nietzsche out of it. Nietzsche seems to
be the hidden god, without a doubt tacitly present in their relationship, if we
should believe Freud's final word on it, but rarely and in some way soberly
mentioned. So, when Nietzsche is cited by name, it is always a little like an
external stake, in correspondence - Freud, in a 1932 letter, exploits one of
Lou's references in order to declare that 'I am often irritated when I hear
mention of your relationship with Nietzsche in a sense in which you were clearly
hostile and which could not absolutely correspond to reality'. In 1934, Freud
proposed to her to become a 'counsellor' to Arnold Zweig, who had a study of
Nietzsche underway, and moreover provoked a horrified refusal by Lou. So, if
Lou was 'the only real link' between Nietzsche and Freud, their tacit contract
seems to require that they evoke Nietzsche as little as possible.

The real gain from this link regarding Nietzsche-Freud relations is shown in
the most vivid manner in a familiar episode, where Lou witnesses Freud's
reaction towards the man that she knew. She notes in her Journal of a Year, in
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THE G E N E S I S OF AN E N C O U N T E R 27

the well-known discussion of her defence of Freud against philosophy, dating
23 February 1913,42 Freud's 'dread of the Lebensgedicht that he had to read in
Nietzsche's compositions'. This anecdote, related in the biography by Lou-
Andreas Salome, expresses vividly, through its spontaneity, what in a way
characteristically separates Freud from Nietzsche in their respective under-
standings of life.

One day, he had received, a little before my visit, a copy of Nietzsche's
Hymn to Life. It was my Prayer to Life, which I wrote in Zurich, and which
Nietzsche had put to music with slight modifications. It was scarcely
pleasing to Freud, who always expressed himself with so much sobriety. He
could not approve of the extreme enthusiasm that we use and abuse when
we are young and lack experience. In a playful manner, gay and cordial, he
read the last verse to me in a high voice:

To think, to live a millennium
Sink all that you have!
If you have no more happiness to give me,
Alas — your torments remain ...

He closed the book and struck the arm of his chair. 'No, you know! I do
not agree! A good, chronic head cold suffices amply to cure me of such
desires!'

The Hymn to Life comprises a history that seals the bygone idyll between
Nietzsche and Lou Salome - and doubtless for that it is symbolic that it should
be an occasion for sarcasm from Freud. But this poem that Lou, as if to justify
Freud's derision, presented as a sin of youth, had truly captivated Nietzsche.
There is no doubt that he considered himself its co-author, according to the
exchanges he made with Lou. This effusion of vital sentiment, mixed with
amor fati, yields an existential glorification of suffering, as a form of an
adherence to life, on the model of the amorous relation. And it is in this sense
that, in Ecce Homo, Nietzsche emotionally evokes the last verse that Freud
scoffed at.45

Freud's reaction may seem elementary and, all in all, facile; he refuses to enter
into the play of enthusiasm and opposes it with, somewhat cynically, a totally
prosaic conception of sorrow - as if it were true that metaphysical suffering
is opposed toto caelo to the consecutive suffering of a head cold! On this point,
he is inspired by Wilhelm Busch's caricature, of a poet whose toothache is
sufficient to suspend the most sublime reveries.

Without overstating this momentary reaction when Freud's heart is full of the
pleasantries of the world, it reveals an indication of Freud's resistance toward
every excess of Schwdrmerei (exaltation), which pushes him to adopt, as a
spontaneous antidote, the materialist scepticism of a dash of Aufkldrer
(enlightened awareness). It is the refusal to be the dupe of an exaltation, and a
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FREUD AND N IETZSCHE

materialist reminder of physiological immanence against the temptations of
intoxication. This is what stops Freud at the gates of the temple of Dionysus!

But it is necessary to go further. Is there not for Freud, notwithstanding his
prosaic admission, a veritable theory of suffering? Do we not encounter, in
neurosis and in his reflections on civilization, an absolute limit that makes him
say that it is not part of the plan of 'Creation' that humans be 'happy'? How
does a theory of instinct misrecognize this ultimate question of suffering, the
nexus of life and death? Yet never would Freud's speculations on these matters
imply, if we are to believe him, a valorization of sorrow — rather it is the
negative limit of the pleasure principle. From this point of view, Freud would
not know how to experience amor doloris, especially in an epoch such as that of
the text (of Hymn to Life), where there is not yet a question of a beyond to the
pleasure principle that implies a death wish.

That is why the Hymn to Life is not of a poetic genre appreciated by Freud.
He clearly prefers the intimacy of Heine or Goethe's sober lyricism. It is a
difference of sensibility that already traces a line of divergence between
Nietzsche and Freud, which distinguishes the cry from the murmur, the
dithyramb from the elegy, tragedy from witticism. In vain would we seek to find
a hymn in Freud, be it to Life, or to Death, or to the Unconscious. This is an
idiosyncratic difference that is expressed as well by the contrast between the cult
of music inseparable from Nietzsche and Freud's personal 'aversion' to music. 9

Without a doubt, we can temper the opposition of sensibilities by revealing
that Romantic exaltation exasperated Nietzsche just as much, who let fly
invectives against Romanticism. He sees in it, from one end of his work to the
other, the symptom of a 'modern barbarism', of an epoch of 'nervous
exhaustion' at the same time as one of'nervous overstimulation', and conceives
his work as 'a struggle against Romanticism'. To be precise, Nietzsche sees in
Romanticism a caricature of the true expression of instinct that he calls
'Dionysism'.

Freud, for his part, does not distinguish one from the other; in such a
Dionysian expression as enthused Nietzsche, Freud only sees a doubtful and
a bit ridiculous Romanticism. And, beyond this particular divergence of appre-
ciation (that Lou does not dispute), Freud reveals himself as having limited
access to true Dionysism; 'something' there 'remains mute within me'. The
misunderstanding is thus very revealing.

Not that Freud is impervious to a certain tragic aspect of suffering, but for
him it is defused by a form of humour. In order to appreciate the meaning of his
reaction to Nietzsche's hymn, it is necessary to see that Freud reacts in a
Heinean spirit. It is no accident if Freud likes Heine's poetry so much; he finds
in it a 'satiric and Aristophanean lyricism'. Most of Heine's poetry, in fact,
defuses the effects of the deepest sorrows with sarcasm. 'There is no sorrow so
great that does not imply an addition of ridicule, and it is not there to diminish
it, but to give it a new grandeur.'

It is thus in emulation of Heine and of Busch that Freud reacts very precisely
to Dionysian lyricism. What Andler says of Heine applies well here to Freud,
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THE G E N E S I S OF AM E N C O U N T E R 29

and gives meaning to his evocation of the head cold as a humorous antidote to
existential suffering.

Humour, at the moment when it envisions a reality, already sees the
certain bearing, the imminent swoon, the sure destination .... Humour
animates the thought that knows that every noble ideal is conditioned by a
grossly material reality, and thought itself, by common images And
this fragility (of the world), is considered with a laugh which transmits
compassion'.

We understand that this would not prevent Freud from being sensitive
to other expressions of sorrow in Nietzsche, on which he has commented in
other hymns. But, like Heine, whom Nietzsche equally appreciated, some-
thing in Freud defuses the abandonment to the depths of sorrow, by means of
raillery, as toward his own suffering. In this sense he is incapable of long
voyages into the irrational, so much that a reminder of material reality is suffi-
cient to cure him of those grand desires of which Nietzsche is precisely incurable.
That, without a doubt, is one of the key differences between their particular
sensibilities. Where Nietzsche's soul dilates, Freud's soul 'contracts into the tiny
cavity of a molar'.

Thomas Mann, Herald and Mediator

If Lou Salome has the adroit discretion not to transgress her role, one of the
most active protagonists of the rapprochement between Freud's and Nietzsche's
(hematics from the years 1925-30 was Thomas Mann.

We can judge this from the essay Freud and Modern Thought (1929),
conceived as a commentary on an aphorism from Human, All Too Human,
which announced a new relationship to culture.57 Freud is introduced as an
'explorer of the depths (Tiefenforscher) and psychologist of instincts', situated 'in
the lineage of writers of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries who — historians,
philosophers, critics, or archaeologists — are opposed to rationalism, to intellect-
ualism, to classicism, in a word at once opposed to the spirit of the eighteenth or
even perhaps a little of the nineteenth century'. This judgement of identity is
founded on the idea that denotes a membership among those who 'underline the
dark side of nature and of the soul' as the truly determinant and creative element
of life. But right away Thomas Mann underlines two strategies in relation to this
irrational element. On the one hand, this family of spirits 'cultivates' the
irrational, by defending the primacy of and even advocating the 'great return to
the night, to the original preconscious of life'; on the other hand, they clarify it
scientifically (wissenschaftlich hervorkehren]. It is thus a question of transcending
the irrationalist attitude of exaltation by a recognition of its irrational element,
not irreducible, but the object of a new scientific investigation.

All of the arguments in Thomas Mann's essay consist from this point in
proposing that these two approaches proceed without contradiction from a will
at once reactionary (as a return to the origin) and revolutionary (as a Will to
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FREUD AND M I ETZSC I

Progress conditioned by a return to sources). He thus distinguishes Freud's
taking into account of the irrational as an 'anti-idealist and anti-intellectual will
. . . smashing die primacy of spirit and reason, decrying it as the most sterile of
illusions, and re-establishing in triumph in their primitive vital right, the forces
of shadows and the abysmal, instinctual, irrational depths'.59

Thus Freud appears as a sort of antidote to die suspect glorification of the
irrational; specifically, he applies a rational disposition to an irrational object.

The interest of knowing what Freud proves for die affective sphere does
not degenerate into a glorification of its object at die expense of die
intellectual sphere. His anti-rationalism is tantamount to an understanding
of the affective and dominant superiority of instinct over mind; it is not
equivalent to an admiring prostration before this superiority, to a raillery
of the spirit ... his 'interest' in instincts is not a servile negation of die
mind by a conservatism of nature; it converges on the revolutionary victory
of reason and spirit, envisioned in the future'.60

In this context, Thomas Mann underlines the affinities between Freud and
German Romanticism and between Freud and Nietzsche himself. Furthermore,
he considers that Freud's misrecognition of literature has 'increased die force
of impact of his message', l because he 'travelled alone the hard path of his
discovery, alone and in complete independence, uniquely as a physician and a
naturalist'. Thus he arrived at the irrational through his fundamentally scientific
method. Freud's relations to Nietzsche are presented as simple 'unconscious
affinities'. 'He did not know Nietzsche', Mann maintains, 'in whom abound on
all sides, like flashes of lightning (blitzhafi), anticipations (Einsichten) of
Freud'.62

We find in Thomas Mann a traditional representation of Nietzsche as Freud's
precursor, but this text is remarkable in that Freud is cleared of 'every
reactionary abuse' of modern irrationalism, by his refusal 'to sing the poetry of
spirits shrouded, exalted, turned toward die past' - which, paradoxically, per-
mits him to evoke the 'Voltairean' Nietzsche of the beginning of the 1880s
(die period of the 'Lights') and, at the same time, to reserve for psychoanalysis
an approach by way of knowledge.

In Mann's view, Freud and Nietzsche are closely linked through the
intermediary of a third term, Schopenhauer, his favourite philosopher. It is no
accident if, in his famous homage to the founder of psychoanalysis in 1936, he
characterized Freud by referring to these two associations. 'An independent
spirit, "a man and a squire, somber and severe in bearing", as Nietzsche said of
Schopenhauer'. 8 But in other respects it suggests a direct influence. 'Sigmund
Freud, the founder of psychoanalysis .. . has travelled the hard path of his
discovery, alone and in complete independence, uniquely as physician and as an
observer of nature. ... He did not know Nietzsche, in whom on all sides,
tracking through his work like flashes of lightning, Freudian observations are
often anticipated.' 9 Nevertheless, Mann maintains that
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THE GENESIS OF AN ENCOUNTER 31

what comprises the love of truth, conceived as psychological truth, this love
whose morality is centred on the acceptation of truth without reservation,
derives from the noble school of Nietzsche in whom, in fact, the identity
of the concepts of psychological truth, of knowledge and of psychology
leap before one's eyes.'

It is an important idea to the literary intelligentsia attracted to psychoanalysis
in the inter-war years. Nietzsche and Freud are irresistibly reconciled, not-
withstanding the content of their work, by the principle of a determination of
truth, a psychological sapere aude which comprised the veritable modern
Aufkldrer. It is no accident if Stefan Zweig places one of Nietzsche's aphorisms in
an epigraph in his essay on Freud. 'How much of truth supports, how much of
truth dares a spirit? That has become for me, more and more, the true measure
of values'.

Thomas Mann adds to this first and fundamental affinity the community of
the 'meaning of illness ... as a means of attaining knowledge'. It is another
essential idea in the Freudian-Nietzschean literature, and one accredited by
Freud himself; the genius for self-therapy that founds Nietzsche's work paves
the way for Freudian psychoanalysis.

For what is doctrinal in content, Mann insists significantly on the bond
between Freud and Schopenhauer, presenting Freud as the 'true son of the
Schopenhauerean era' and insisting on the 'close parentage of Schopenhauer to
his revolution'. In this way Freud and Nietzsche are twinned by a common
parentage — which justifies a natural passage from Schopenhauer and Nietzsche
to psychoanalysis, as existing in a 'familiar world' and a 'land of knowledge'.
But Schopenhauer furnishes Thomas Mann with a stable, primordial metaphys-
ical referent, while Nietzsche and Freud furnish him with the complementary
slopes of a psychological heuristic under perpetual construction.

Finally, Thomas Mann wonderfully represents the path that leads irresistibly
from Nietzsche to Freud. We should recall that his Reflexions d'un apolitique
had won him the 'Nietzsche prize' in 1919,77 earning him Elisabeth's
congratulations on the 'aristocratic radicalism' that he expressed. Ten years later,
as we have seen, Thomas Mann praises Freud's work before rendering him his
vibrant final homage. So we find woven the conjunction between two thematics,
wedded by a tenacious association upon which literature bestowed its titles of
nobility. Freud receives from the literary intelligentsia, at the same time as an
homage, the imperative of a rapprochement with Nietzsche.

N I E T Z S C H E O - F R E U D I AN ISM : F R O M G R O S S TO R A N K

There remain those who sought systematically to think this relation.
From 1924 on, Charles Baudouin maintained the thesis of a precise filia-

tion between Nietzschean thematics and psychoanalysis,78 one that Wittels,
Nietzsche's first biographer, had raised. In Freudian circles there were proposals
for a theoretical rapprochement with Nietzsche; in 1927, Oscar Pfister remarked
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FREUD AND N I E T Z S C H E

to Freud that his position on religion had been expressed by Nietzsche,
unbeknownst to him. Above all, Ludwig Binswanger, the philosopher closest to
Freud, established a close parallel between the two projects. In a text dating from
1936 which summarized Freud's contributions in a solemn homage, Binswanger
presented him as 'accomplishing no less radically and passionately than Nietzsche
the divine mandate of his ideas, but preferring over the flash of corrosive
aphorisms the rigorous and systematic elaboration of the huge empirico-scientific
edifice of his technique of unmasking.'^ Thus was accredited in philosophical
circles near to psychoanalysis the idea of a coalescence of projects, with Nietzsche
and Freud lending two voices, the one disruptive and aphoristic, the other
methodical and scientific, in order to define the same terra incognita. Free to
situate, as Binswanger was, the difference at an anthropological level, 'the rigor-
ously naturalistic, empirico-constructive character of Freud's homo natura
distinguishes it from Nietzsche's homo natura more than any opposition between
Eros and Will to Power.'82

But it is with Otto Rank that the rapprochement is systematized. As we have
seen in our preceding study, Rank is the most active mediator among the phil-
osophers at the heart of die analytic movement. Due to his solid philosophical
background, he is not satisfied with vague cultural relationships, but discerns the
structures of intelligibility that link Freud to philosophical systems. Interested in
Schopenhauer and Freud, he will establish his own difference, beginning with
his disagreement with Freud, after 1924, over an astonishing reinterpretation of
the contributions of psychoanalysis in the afterglow of Nietzsche, thus
bringing to term a Nietzscheo-Freudian current which was manifested before
the war by Otto Gross.8

In 1926, Rank founds his critique of Freudian therapy on the claim of
a 'therapy of the Will' as we see in Will and Psychotherapy, ~" but not without
an appeal to Nietzsche. Rank goes so far as to establish the 'therapeutic exper-
ience' on the confrontation of two wills, that of the analyst and that of the
analysed, again finding in the cure Nietzsche's schema of the confrontation of
wills. A 'psychology of the Will' is thus placed under Nietzsche's sponsorship, as
the only one who had undertaken to situate himself from this perspective.

Rank maintains that 'Freud's psychology is anything but a doctrine of will'
and explicitly appeals to Nietzsche in order to recognize the necessity of a
'rehabilitation of the Will',88 by which he means 'an organization, positive and
directing, and an integration of the Ego that utilizes its instinctive tendencies, in
a constructive manner — at the same time that they are inhibited and con-
trolled'.89 It is revealing that the appeal is to a creative and positive, constructive
and integrative will (in contrast with Freudian desire, defined as an evanescent
and extenuated will) as recommended by Nietzsche.

In his major philosophical work, The Will to Happiness (1929),90 Rank
proposes a model of articulation between psychoanalysis and Nietzschean
philosophy. We might call it the first great model of Freudo-Nietzschean
construction. For the first time, in fact, the contributions of Nietzsche and
Freud, of whom Rank is equally cognisant, are integrated into an ambitious
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THE GENESIS OF AN ENCOUNTER 33

synthesis, conducted with the systematicity of a Weltanshauung. Thus it is an
important document for our purposes, since Rank is determined to exhibit the
force of the convergence between these thinkers, yet free to polarize them to suit
the needs of his project. That this resolute amalgam could not be to Freud's
liking, there is no doubt at all, but to be exact, we have (in Rank's project) an
accomplished model of a synthesis that joyfully transcends the prudent
representation of partial 'similitudes' in order to embrace the two thoughts in an
ambitious 'worldview'. It will not be accomplished without a reciprocal readjus-
tment between the two theories, which is valuable exactly as an indication of the
cleavages that Rank claims to have overcome. Rank's attempt is important to us
for this reason, for it indicates, by its very effort to complete Freud by Nietzsche,
both the correspondences and the gaps between the two thinkers.

Rank presents himself as a Freudian who has evolved in the sense of a
rehabilitation of the creative aspect of the personality. 'I have been from the
beginning entirely under the influence of Freud's materialist psychology, and it
is in terms of a mechanistic biology, conforming to its ideology of the natural
sciences, that I have exposed my conception of the creative genius.' He gives as
a motive for his separation from Freud's naturalism his discovery of the 'self-
creation of the individual', of 'man's creative action' on the occasion of the
discovery of the determinant role of the 'trauma of birth'. The complementary
principle that Rank requires in light of the Freudian viewpoint is thus to specify
his naturalism by a perspective of 'creation' understood as the 'independent
power' of the 'intra-mental world', that is not content to be influenced by the
external world, but seeks actively to modify it.

Let us take up this claim from the point of view of the creative activity of
individuality as establishing the recourse, against Freud and by complement, to
the point of view recommended by Nietzsche of a 'psychology of the Will'.
Rank's 'creative type' is defined as 'a being endowed with an aptitude ... to
utilize the elementary instinctive factors in view of a voluntary creation . . . in
order to formulate an ideal that guides and consciously dominates this creative
will in the sense of a personality', that implies a considerable development of
the Ego as 'creator'. The Ego is defined as 'the temporal representative of the
primitive cosmic force'. Rank further specifies that it is 'the vigour of this primi-
tive force represented in the individual that we call the Will'. We see that the
rehabilitation of creativity that Freud would have deliberately ignored is also
that of individuality against specificity and of spirituality against biology. In that
way, Rank permits the introduction, against the Freudian determinism of the
Unconscious, of a theory of conscious liberty that founds a therapeutic revision
of Freudian analysis.

In fact, Rank comes to consider neurosis and artistic creation as two versions,
one failed and the other successful, of the same process. Neurosis appears finally
as a sort of work or art manquee but which proceeds from the same hyper-
trophied aspiration of the Ego. The therapeutic principle would thus be to
convert the mode of expression of neurosis into that of creation, on the artistic
model. According to Rank, Freud cannot really conceive of the creative force of
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FREUD AND NIETZSCHE

art. The recourse to Nietzsche consequently takes on the convergent sense of a
reference to an aesthetic point of view against the domination of the point of
view of scientific knowledge in Freud.

In that, therapy encounters the problem of morality, that is to say of the
character, 'good' or 'bad', of the Will, from whence proceeds the question of
guilt. Rank, in a grand recapitulation, interprets the whole sense of the
progression of the problem, from Schopenhauer to Freud, by passing through
Nietzsche. To Schopenhauer belongs the merit of having objectified the bad
character of the Will, to Nietzsche that of having separated the 'Will from the
problem of guilt'. But with Freud we come back to a pessimistic conception,
accomplished by a 'death wish', related to Schopenhauer's original point of
view - which will require a final conversion that Rank will claim as his own.
Thus we end up, through this test problem, at a curious quadrille that takes the
form of a proportional fourth. Rank claims to be to Freud what Nietzsche was to
Schopenhauer.

In effect, 'Nietzsche reacts through the affirmation of the Will to the negation
in Schopenhauer's system; just as Freud's theory is, as well, against Nietzsche, as a
return to a pessimism and a nihilism nearly Schopenhauerean. I do not doubt
that my psychology of the Will... amounts, in its turn, to a response to Freud's
conception of ill will.' So Rank clearly defines his role: he will be the 'Nietzsche
of Freud'. It must not be understood as a regression to a Nietzschean point of
view in an articulated progressive schema; if Rank establishes Nietzsche as having
been 'up to now the only and unique psychologist', he declares no less clearly
that Nietzsche could not resolve the problem posed 'because the analytic
experience was necessary for that', and firmly reproaches him for introducing
'clandestinely ... a scale of values in psychology'.

Thus Rank denies any confusion of genres. He begins with 'psychology' and
remains there; before being an ethico-axiological question, Will is for him a
'psychological fact'. But the manner in which he formulates the 'epistemolo-
gical' question expresses its ethico-metaphysical stake. 'Firstly, whence comes
(Will) and how does it develop in man? Yet, then, why must we either condemn
it as 'bad', or justify it as 'good', instead of recognizing and affirming its
necessary character?'100 Rank's question expresses well, even by its mixed nature,
assumed as such, the encounter between the two questions and the two modes
of expression respectively of Nietzsche and Freud. That it cannot work without
contradiction, to the point of an explosive encounter between two modes of
expression, goes back to Rank's own appreciation of the project. The essential
thing is that it defines and indicates the moment of an encounter between two
fields and without a doubt materializes the stakes at base. Perhaps in effect
Nietzsche and Freud did encounter each other, in order to better decide
between themselves, on this test question that Rank expressed in his project as
that of 'the origin and psychological importance of the Will', the one exploring
it via the psychological approach, the other via the critique of morality — Rank
for his part makes them converge in the therapeutic, by assigning to that the task
of 'justifying the Will'.
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THE GENESIS OF AN ENCOUNTER 35

Such is finally Rank's double importance. Historically, he is the artisan of the
most important systematization of Nietzscheo-Freudianism; didactically, for our
purposes, he is the catalyst for a rapprochement and one who reveals the places
where a comparison may be made, in the inquiry we will conduct on the
detailed articulation of the themes. Rank can, in fact, claim the role of an
indicator, as well as of a rival psychoanalyst, a disciple of Nietzsche, who
represents Nietzsche in comparison to Freud, and against him.

Such is the complex process that defines the attitude of Freud with respect to
Nietzsche during most of a half-century. It is a sinuous and multidimensional
process, but one which is organized in a contradictory coherence whose
constituent elements we have reconstituted.

In the beginning, we find a personal bond, at once indirect and ambivalent,
which is expressed by a borrowing of modes of expression and at the same time
by an extension which manifests a sort of prohibition bearing on Freud's
reading of Nietzsche and even on his writing about Nietzsche. Upon this matrix
of personal bonds is woven the work of intercessors and mediators who
constitute Nietzscheo-Freudianism, at once myth, a fact of the history of ideas, a
demand and even a system, such that Freud is seen to return to this bond that he
has struggled to exorcise, as an imperative of rapprochement.

It is now necessary to turn toward what Freud says about Nietzsche in his
work, in order to seek from this side the materiality of this relation whose
history we have reconstructed.
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